DRAGON GL3 Portable System
Alternating Signal Approach Path Indicator (ASAPI)
For Helicopter and Fixed Wing Operations
Dusk/Night - 15km.range
The GL3 is a battery powered portable dual beam approach path
indicator designed for rapid field deployment from improvised
landing sites. Minimal training is required for setup and the unit is
ideal for Home Defence and Disaster Management.
The device is housed in a 6mm. thick aluminium case which is
sealed for life and is capable of accepting very rough treatment. The
operating switches are fully recessed and protected from damage.
Water/dust proofing is to IP67.
Although rugged, the GL3 is a precision instrument that does not
compromise portability for accuracy.
The lighting head, along with its accessories, is normally packed in
small carry bag or Peli-Case.

Standard kit
in Peli-case

Detachable clinometer
for obstacle clearance

Compass

...

2 single colour beams are synchronised to produce 3
indications, visible by the approaching aircraft, which show
HIGH, CORRECT and LOW position relative to the chosen
approach path angle.The signal appears a single bright light.
The combined beam is 16-18 degs. wide and 15 degs. high. Light
intensity does not vary more than 15% across each single colour
area and there is NO significant tailing off towards the edges.
Accuracy and night brightness levels are comparable to larger
fixed systems such as PAPI and APAPI
Digital slope angle
readout & servo operated
adjustment

The angle of the beam is adjusted electrically & controlled by a
switch. The angle is indicated by an LED display. The range of
adjustment is from 3 deg. to 16 deg. in 0.1 degree increments. 2
sensors detect and measure the angle of :
a)
the projector assembly & beam angle
b)
the complete assembly relative to 0 deg. This
is a 'tilt' system that disables the unit if the level is disturbed.
Minor vibration or temporary movements do not deactivate the
system. No calibration or maintenance is required except for
scheduled checks and the unit contains no user serviceable
parts. Lamps have a service life of over 10000 hours.
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Standard Outfit
A fully autonomous kit suitable for long term storage with rechargeable battery & changing system in a hard
Peli-case. External size : 485L x 392W x 192H.
This system is complete and ready for deployment anywhere in the world, with multi voltage mains unit and
international plug adapters. GL4 models require an additional separate external battery/power source.
KEY
1 Projector ( cleaning kit
underneath )
2 Lens shroud
3 Pan head
4 Clinometer
5 Compass
6 NiCad Battery
7 Levelling Base
8 Rapid Charger
9 Mains leads
10 12v power leads and
adapters
The GL3/4 battery type is a Nickel Cadmium rechargeable, which offers a significant advantage over any other
type - It can be stored for decades without maintenance or charging and be ready for instant deployment with a
2 hour charge. Any type of 12 volt battery, such as radio batteries, can be adapted as a power supply.
The standard battery will run the GL3 unit for 9 continuous hours.
.

Vehicle Dependant Kit
When the unit is deployed on any type of vehicle a more compact kit can be stored in a very small space. It
contains long 12v or 24v power leads suited to a vehicle's electrics & does not require rechargeable systems
The projector in either scheme can be mounted on to a compact tripod or attached to a vehicle via a magnetic or
weapons mount.
An armoured vehicle or 4 wheel drive makes an ideal platform - providing a rigid base and on board power
supply.
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GL3 Dimensions & Specification
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Dimensions.
Weight
Emitters Visible:
Emitters IR:
Beam angles ( combined )
Signal output
Beam Adjustment Limits
Safety Cut Off
Input voltage/load
Environmental protection
Range:

Setup & reset time:
Deployment & Levelling
Angle adjust @ 1 deg. per second
Electronics self check
Error reset

h 187mm xl 275mm x w 106mm
5.7 Kg.
20W combined collimated beam units. 2000cd.( peak )
2 x 2W Collimated beam units. 860nm each
w 15-16 deg. x h 15 deg.
3 channel. High ,On Slope & Low. On slope 0.5 deg. high.
1 deg. - 15deg. to 0.1 deg accuracy
0 .7deg. deviation from level. 1 second reset time on return to level.
Transient disturbance ( prop. wash, wind etc. ) resistant
9 - 15 VDC @ 1.2 - 3A
IP67. Not for explosive environments.
Visible:
Over 10nm in darkness, moderate visibility
IR
Over 20nm
3 minutes
10 seconds
1 second
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Beam dimensions and light distribution for GL3 WHITE / RED projector

Height of beams ( degrees ) Side view. Not to scale
1 HIGH - TOP BEAM
8 deg.
2 CORRECT - BOTH
0.5 deg.
3 LOW - BOTTOM BEAM 8 deg.

1

2 Flash per sec.
4 Flash per sec.
2 Flash per sec.

2

3
The signal appears as a single pulsing light, normally positioned to one side of the runway or landing site.
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Beam intensity as a percentage, across the field of projection. Beam width and
height in degrees.
2 beams are produced by separate projectors mounted in a single block of aluminium, each emitting a single
pulsed colour. High and low signals are created by pure colours from each projector,
The centre signal is produced by a precision overlap of the beams. This state is viewed as rapid
regular alternating pulses.
Transition between states is slightly attenuated, allowing the approaching pilot to see a change of state
slightly before it occurs and predict corrective action.
Rapid interpretation is possible because:
* There is only one point of reference and interpretation does not rely on groups of lights and colours.
* The doubling of flash frequency and alternating colours signifying the correct approach path is distinctive,
* Colours and combinations signifying all states are widely used on other types of approach indicators.
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The DRAGON GL3 ASAPI is a portable approach path indicator system designed to assist pilots during the
landing phase, principally at night or dusk. A descent profile is indicated along a fixed heading at a predetermined angle of elevation. This angle is adjustable from the ground.
Because the system is portable, size, weight and deployment considerations mean that signals differ from
those produced by fixed systems as the GL3 generates signals electronically without using mechanical
means, although enough similarities remain to enable any pilot used to flying on to a VASI, PAPI, HAPI or
triVASI to rapidly become familiar.
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PILOT’S VIEW OF SIGNAL
The signal appears as a single pulsed light source
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Fig. 2. Examples of basic signals based on pulses and colours
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Instructions: 3 Minute Rapid Set-up

A

2

1

1 Open case and deploy tripod.. The unit must be clear of vegetation and other ground obstructions which
would get in the way of the beam. A ground anchor can be attached to the loop end of the long screw . This is
the only recommended anchor point. 2 Assemble tribrach ( adjustable mount ) onto tripod head. The
adjuster wheels should align with the gaps between tripod legs. Cut-out A should be on same side as tape
marked leg. Hand tighten long screw as shown. Rough level using the leg adjusters. Refer to bubble level on
mount. Bubble need not be exactly centred

3

A

4

5

3 Line up pan adjust knob with tape marked leg. ( The marking assists in finding the knob in darkness )
Ensure locking catch is in ccw position and engage 3 prongs into the recesses . 4. turn catch cw to lock
5 If compass is required, line up locking screws and tighten both knobs TOGETHER until finger tight.
level shown without
shroud for clarity
Bubble perfectly
centred

6

7

8

6 Attach shroud using locking screw. Fix securely. 7 Attach power cable. 8 . Adjust tribrach screws to bring
bubble into centre of black circle. Use the bubble level at the front of the projector. ( See notes at end of section )

9
13
15
16

A

10

11
B

9 Set top switch to S/BY ADJUST. Heater starts. 10 LED display will display 18.8 to show unit is serviceable.
DO NOT CONTINUE if any other display shows. 11 Display changes within 6 seconds and shows: A) beam
angle, or B) EE for ERROR. If the unit is not correctly levelled, check bubble and rectify. The display will
change within 2 seconds if the level is correct. The lights will not operate in error mode.
12. If the chosen approach path contains obstructions such as wires or
trees, the user can determine a safe angle of appoach that provides
clearance over these obstacles. REMOVE SHROUD and fit clinometer
onto locking screw. DO NOT FIT OVER SHROUD. View the fore-sight via
the V aperture at the rear. The bottom of the V just obscures the 0 mark.
Press your cheek against the back of the unit to get your eye as close as
possible to the rear sight. The unit can be panned left and right to
survey the likely area of approach and areas surrounding it.
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In the example illustrated the tree line tops out at 6degs ( the GREEN
line ). To provide 3 degs clearance the unit will have to be set at 9 degs.
The inside of the metal pegs near the front ( the RED lnes ), show the left
and right limits of the beam and are NOT an indication of the size of clear
area necessary to effect a safe approach.
* Remove clinometer and replace shroud before using projector *

13. Change approach path angle by
moving the centre switch UP or
DOWN as necessary until the
readout shows chosen setting. If reducing angle, go past desired
reading and then UP. ALWAYS arrive at selected reading going UP. The
switch can be operated in short bursts.
14. The track the pilot has to follow is read from the front of the
compass, in this instance, 150 deg. magnetic.
15. Select brightness required via the bottom switch.
Extend battery life by selecting a lower intensity .
Switch to 100% when an aircraft approaches
16. Turn on lamps by setting top switch to LAMPS ON.

25%
50%
100%
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HEATER & COLD WEATHER The unit can be left in standby to allow
heater fan to warm the glass in cold weather prior to use. The heater will
work whether the unit is levelled or not. When the lamps are selected
from standby they light up instantaneously ( if the unit is level ). Leave lens cap on to pre-heat in very cold
conditions .** The heater takes min. 15 minutes to start to raise the temparature of the outside of the glass **

Instructions: Further Setup Notes.

TRIBRACH ADJUSTMENT The tribrach can be rough levelled before
fitting the projector using the tribrach bubble level. Use the leg sliders
to do this. You do not need to centre the bubble but a rough adjust will do.
Prepare the tribrach before and after use by setting all 3 wheels so that
the machined line on the centre column of each adjuster is mid-way
above each wheel. This ensures that each adjuster is in the centre of its
travel range. Failure to do so will hinder adjustment.
The technique to rapidly level the unit is as follows:
Looking down from above, Note the right side of each wheel ( see below
how the ”right side” is defined - from the outside, looking in ). Only use
this side to adjust the bubble. If your finger is moved as shown, the
bubble will follow the direction as you rotate the wheel. Practice is vital
to perfect this technique. Place the tribrach on a table, deliberately set
off level and attempt to rectify. Adjustment of more than one wheel is
normally required to get a fine adjustment
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BATTERY AND POWER SUPPLY. The unit requires a 12V DC
power source. The battery supplied is designed to attach to a
tripod leg to prevent it from being dislodged by downwash.
The battery contains steel, which may slightly interfere with the
compass. To minimise this, install the battery as far down the leg
as possible, touching the ground. When the tripod is set very low,
lay the battery flat on the ground.
Photo shows projector ready to operate
The battery has a protection circuit which prevents it from deep
discharge by automatically disconnecting the supply when the
voltage falls below a set level. When the projector shuts down,
within 10 seconds it restarts and shortly shuts down again. The
period of shut down increases each time until it fails to restart.
Any 12 DC power supply capable of supplying over 3A is suitable,
such as vehicles or mains converters.

TRIPODS. The projector can be mounted on a variety of
different sized tripods, Small lightweight units ( on right ) can
be folded into very compact spaces or carried in a pack.
The tripod above can be extended via triple extending legs to
clear tall vegetation or crops. The rigidity at full extension is
reduced
When used as a single stage the extra stages within the outer
tube aids rigidity by increasing weight and stiffness.
ANCHORING A simple alternative method of anchoring is to
extend the legs, dig a trench under each leg and bury the
extended legs leaving a single stage above ground. This results in a very rigid and semi-permanent mount.
Where digging is not possible, build up fairly large stones or sand bags around the extended legs, once again
leaving the last stage clear. A combination of each method can be used.
PACKING AWAY The case should remain closed and stored carefully while the unit is in use. If the inside has
become wet, allow to dry. When packing away wet equipment, at the earliest opportunity repack after
thoroughly drying. NEVER seal the case for long periods with damp inside.
USE IN DARKNESS Once set up, the user should be able to operate the unit in total darkness. The bubble level
is backlit with a tritium light and the compass is phosphorescent. When operating the lamps look for standing
vegetation in front of the projector being illuminated by the beams. Either remove vegetation of resite. Any
obstruction to the beams will affect the signal. For most angles of approach, an area of ground below the front
of the unit will be illuminated by the LOW beam. This is normal
GENERAL Whenever possible, use the lens cap to protect the sight glass. when not in use. If the cap is left on
accidentally at night while running the lights, a red glow will be seen projected downwards.
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Deployment
The following notes are a quick guide to deployment relating to features relevant to the GL3 system. A ground crew would be assumed to have
undertaken training in helicopter and/or fixed wing operations.

Improvised helipad deployment
1/ Fixed heading. Align unit along favourable approach. Into
wind, ideally and clear of obstacles. Note heading and relay
to pilot along with position, wind speed & direction etc.
2/ “On the fly” ( if wind allows ). Once levelled, the unit can be
swung onto any heading to face an oncoming aircraft.
An aircraft can be ”followed” using the sight,
rendering the Indicator visible to the aircraft to either make
the site conspicuous or indicate a safe approach path.
The change of heading can be made rapidly. The
safety cut-out filters out transient movements and will not
shut down the lamps unless the level is severely disturbed.
Recheck the bubble level after securing the pan head locking
knob. Rectify if out of level.

Fixed runway deployment
Use attached compass to align with
runway heading

1
1
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7 deg.

1 deg.

7 deg.

7 deg.

1 deg.

7 deg.
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WIND
Direction

WIND
Direction

Siting and Downwash

WIND
Direction

H

Wherever possible the unit should be sited where it cannot be overflown to minimise disturbance and damage by prop/down-wash. Site to one side of
the landing area at a distance dictated by the size of the aircraft and its downwash. Downwash is centered directly below the area of the rotor disc and
produces an outflow of air sideways carrying loose objects a considerable distance. The larger the machine - the larger the distance
Contamination and potential damage caused by stones & debris striking the lens must be minimised by presenting the side of the unit to the
landing area. The pilot should approach the unit directly and be prepared to continue visually to a site alongside the indicator once approach information
is no longer required. Protecting the unit increases operational effectiveness and reduces the need to attend to the unit to clean the lens and reset the
level.
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Maintenance
Sight glass cleaning
The sight glass must be kept clean. Any build up of dust and dirt degrades the clarity of the signals. A cleaning kit
is kept under the projector in a water proof box and contains:
1/
2/
3/

Cleaning solution ( pump delivery non-pressurised container )
Silicone blade tool for removing fluid and drying the glass
Cloth or cleaning wipes

Remove loose dust and dirt. If the build up is considerable douse the lens with water or hose down. Use the
silicone blade tool to remove surface water. Apply 2 shots of cleaning solution, one near the top of the glass and
one in the middle. Use the blade. Start at the top and continue all the way to the bottom in one action, allowing
fluid/water to drain from the gap at the bottom. Use the blade once only for every application of solution. Do not
use on a dry surface. Clean the blade with water or solution before using again. Dry before packing away
Use the cleaning kit regularly especially if the unit has been subjected to debris thrown up by downwash.

A

B

C

A Glass clean ! The light passes through. Beam shape shows faintly on glass surface.
B Dirty or wet glass absorbing the beam. The beam shape shows brightly on the glass surface
C After cleaning, look for streaks of dirt remaining by turning the unit upwards to face the sky and look at the
reflection in the glass. Clean areas appear blue ( due to the non-reflective coating ) and contaminated areas
lighter. The blade will leave a residue to left and right edges. This is normal. Only a central strip 30mm wide
from top to bottom need be completely clean.
The blade can also be used to quickly remove rain droplets or dew.

Decontamination
The unit and mountings are waterproof and can be subjected to decontamination agents and detergents. Clean
glass afterwards.

Desiccant replacement
This must NEVER be undertaken in the field. The desiccant must only be removed in a dry dust free
environment. The desiccant needs attention when both segments turn pink ( from blue ).

Sight glass replacement
If the glass gets heavily scratched or damaged it can be easily replaced by your engineering or maintenance
unit. No specialist tools are required. The glass comes in a kit with gaskets etc.

